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 _"Isn't it obvious_? _We're the ones!"_ The last words were meant for anyone who needed reminding that the Umbarans were
still at war with the Empire of Tahn and needed all the help they could get. It was unfortunate, though, that the news about Pao's
plan to destroy the Empire reached Tam, instead of someone else. The other wrythen was even younger than Tam. His name was

Caa. He was a good-natured being, with a warm, friendly face that made it difficult to believe he was capable of murder. He
only killed to protect himself and his people. Caa was the leader of the wrythen assassins, like Pao. It was because of him that
Pao was in the position he now found himself in. He was part of the wrythen network that spied on the Empire from Umbara,

and then attacked it whenever possible. The problem was, Pao's job was never a simple one. Despite their best efforts to destroy
the Empire from the inside, the Umbarans were far too successful at recruiting the best wrythen assassins. Their spy network
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was too extensive. Too much of their work was by stealth and subterfuge, where they could inflict as much damage as they
could without drawing attention. Tam could have joined them, but he was the lowest wrythen in rank, and he didn't have enough
brains to be much good at what they did. Luckily, he had friends. One of them was Caa, who had recruited him out of gratitude.

The other was Kecin. Kecin was the leader of the Unenlightened Ones, who lived in the mountains, free from the Empire of
Tahn. And that was how Pao wound up here, in the foothills of the mountains, deep in the Umbaran wilderness. Kecin was dead
now, shot by an arrow from a bow. Caa had made a plan to get Pao out of the way, and escape with his loyal men back to their
mountain hideaway, far from the Empire of Tahn. Pao sat on a large boulder, his back against the mountain, staring out across

the wooded valley below. He was soaked with rain and snow, and his clothing was in tatters. The real, living being known as Pao
was almost gone. There was barely enough of him left to be called a w 82157476af
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